As the LHC begins Run 2 at an even higher energy, one of the top priorities will be to search for new particles (possibly from SUSY) at the highest energy scales. In addition to direct production of new particles, they can mix with Standard Model (SM) particles to yield discrepancies from the usual predictions. To distinguish this new physics from old uncertainties, we need tools to precisely quantify the uncertainties of the SM predictions. Here we present a versatile set of utility functions built with Mathematica that is capable of working with a variety of PDF formats including the recent LHAPDF6 format.
Introduction
Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) are essential tools for relating theoretical predictions to experimental data. PDFs represent parameterized fits to data that describe the momentum fraction carried by the constituent components of hadrons. Different collaborations have different parameterizations and fit different data sets resulting in variations between PDF sets. Each PDF grid is broken down by Bjorken x, hard scattering energy Q and parton flavor.
Purpose
The purpose of the ManeParse package is to provide a lightweight PDF reader for multiple collaborations' PDF formats, specifically LHAPDF6 [1] and CTEQ PDS [2] formats. The package utilizes a custom, 4-point Lagrange Interpolation routine that is fast, reliable and transparent. This interpolation allows the discrete grid points to be treated as a continuous function. The package was built in the user-friendly environment provided by Mathematica, which allows the user access to powerful builtin plotting and calculation functions. Additionally, ManeParse includes multiple error propagation techniques, both Hessian and Monte Carlo, and the ability to calculate observables such as cross section and luminosity. The ManeParse package consists of a set of four packages, two parsing routines for each format, an error package, and a calculation package that houses the interpolation routine and several user functions. To operate, the user provides the parser with data files, these then are read into memory as a three dimensional grid. The calculation package takes this grid and can interpolate any values the user specifies as long as the values fall within the range of the grid. This function can be treated like any other function in Mathematica at this point and can be plotted or used simply to return a value.
Testing
ManeParse operates at speeds comparable to the proprietary LHAPDF6 and CTEQ codes, built in C++ and FORTRAN respectively [1] [2] . Both the PDS and LHA parsing routines are able to read in full PDF families in seconds, with individual files being read in a few hundredths of a second. After info and header files are read into memory, they can be accessed quickly to aid in the parsing of data files without needing to be reread, thus speeding up the parsing of full PDF families. The interpolation routine can be called approximately two thousand times per second. This is necessary for being able to do numerical integrations and plotting, as these rely on multiple calls to the interpolation routine.
To test the validity of the interpolation, we utilized the Sum Rules for PDFs. These rules state that the sum of momentum fractions for all partons must add to one to account for the total momentum of the hadron. Since these rules take into account each parton over the entire range of momentum fractions, x, for a given energy, Q, any errors in parsing or interpolating would cause fluctuations in the sum. 
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Examples
Here we provide examples of figures generated using ManeParse and built-in Mathematica plotting functions. These plots display the versatility of the Mathematica plotting functions and how easily ManeParse interacts with them. All the examples shown below are a representations of the interpolation routine and/or error functions acting on a PDF set or family of sets. 
Applications to New Physics Searches
ManeParse has several applications. First, we discuss an examination of intrinsic bottom quark contribution within the proton at the LHC by utilizing the ability to calculate luminosities, and second, we provide a brief description of the ability to extrapolate at low values of x for examining ultrahigh energy neutrinos.
Luminosities provide the link between experimental and theoretical cross section measurements,
Integrated luminosity can be written as a convolution of PDFs and thus can be easily calculated with ManeParse. Here the speed of the interpolation routine makes the numerical integration practical and efficient,
Using the assumptions made by [3] , we are able to use ManeParse to reproduce their results and compare them to other collaborations' PDF sets as well.
Additionally, we were able to use a custom-made intrinsic bottom quark PDF [3] , utilizing the decoupling of the extrinsic and intrinsic PDFs due to the DGLAP evolution equations, to directly add the intrinsic component to the existing extrinsic bottom PDF in various amounts to determine the efficacy of separating this effect from the error. For the case of ultrahigh energy neutrinos, we require very low x, much lower than there exists data. ManeParse allows the user to extrapolate to these low x values and tune the powers of x in this region to better fit the particular model [4] . ManeParse is ready for release and is available for download. It comes with a complete Demo notebook that provides the user sample plotting routines and calculations. To Download please visit: ncteq.hepforge.org/code/pdf.html
